List of Characters for the Host

8 characters, all optional (all characters either gender).
All players are to wear dinner party attire to the party. All players will bring an optional secret prop or accessory to the party. This
secret item is noted on the pre-game cards. If you do not use the pre-game, you can simply relay the information to each guest before
the party.

CHARACTER

BRIEF BIO

Bus Driver

Vic Epperson is a shy bus driver for Nevermore School System who has an unhealthy
obsession with eating green gelatin. Always seen smacking a wad of gum, this driver
doesn’t like to interact with the children passengers but preferably uses a hand puppet to
give instructions and dole out reprimands.

VIC EPPERSON
OPTIONAL

Dallas horton

State Wildlife Officer
OPTIONAL

Mongo love
Clerk, Motor Six
Motel
OPTIONAL

Apple knight
Bartender
OPTIONAL

Redd england
Funeral Director
OPTIONAL

Meridian
moody
TV Evangelist
OPTIONAL

Callan shelton
Construction
Manager
OPTIONAL

A longtime wildlife officer for the state, Dallas Horton is stationed in the dismal town of
Nevermore. Dallas sneezes when nervous and has terrible grammar – both written and
spoken. Dreadfully afraid of houseflies, Dallas’s eyes shoot to all corners of the room
while indoors. This paranoid behavior might be off-putting to some.
Mongo Love is the obnoxious night clerk at the Motor Six Motel – a seedy spot for weary
travelers off the main highway through town. Mongo claims to be an underground
computer hacker but has never taken a computer science class and doesn’t associate
with established hackers. Mongo collects coins and stamps, but the collected works
consist of duplicated modern pieces - so it’s not much of a collection.
Typically overdressed for any occasion, Apple Knight is always complaining that it’s too
hot. A self-proclaimed fashion guru, Apple speaks most thoughts aloud and can be quite
offensive. However, some people speculate Apple might be talking to imaginary friends.
Apple is a bartender at the Raven’s Den, a 24-hour dive bar on the outskirts of town that is
notorious for shady dealings.
With a sad face and even more grim eyes, Redd England is the morbid funeral director at
Dye & Hollabach Funeral Home. A notorious party killer, Redd is a real downer at social
events, as Redd can only focus on the negative aspects of life. With a condescending
tipped-up chin, Redd stares blankly for long periods and awkwardly draws out words.
Meridian Moody dropped out of school in the 8th grade and was arrested over ten times as
a teen for theft, disturbing the peace, and other petty crimes. Now, this television
evangelist is an adult that plays with toys on YouTube when not healing people by
slapping them in the face. Meridian hosts the local cable channel show, Trust the Faith,
and claims to be able to cure even the most severe ailments with a smack in the mug.
Most townies agree that assault charges should be filed instead of praise for false hopes.
This player may be expanded into a team of up to 20 additional players as
Meridian’s entourage (production assistants, publicists, managers, bodyguards).
Callan Shelton is a construction manager for a 1-star builder called Shade Tree
Homebuilders. Like a walking portrait, Callan’s appearance never changes with
disheveled hair, a dirt-smudged face, and the same clothes. Nevertheless, Callan
pretends to be a member of an exclusive league of socialites in town. Rumors have flown
about the town of Nevermore that Callan might be the only member of this elite club.
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Bordan blevins
Lab Tech
OPTIONAL

Continually sketching the environment, Bordan Blevins can get lost in thought easily.
Bordan’s a lab tech for Who’s Your Daddy, a controversial paternity testing facility. Don’t
invite this tech to the dance floor unless you’re ready to see the most terrible dance
moves you’ve ever seen. Bordan also has half of a wardrobe of pleather creations and
claims they are fancy clothes.
This player may be expanded into a team of up to 20 additional players as Bordan’s
colleagues at Who’s Your Daddy.

How to host a large party:
•

16 unique players from the main game

•

8 unique players from expansion pack #1

•

Up to 20 expandable team players (duplicates) to play with Meridian Moody (TV Evangelist) and his/her
entourage (film crew, managers, publicists, bodyguards, etc.)

•

Up to 20 expandable team players (duplicates) to play with Bordan Blevins (Lab Tech, Who’s Your
Daddy) and the staff of the paternity lab.

Therefore, there are 24 unique players and up to 40+ expandable team players – 64+ for your guest list!
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